Cerebellum-small brain but large confusion: a review of selected cerebellar malformations and disruptions.
Defining and classifying congenital disorders of the cerebellum can be difficult and confusing. One reason is that some abnormalities called "malformations" are not truly (primary) developmental malformations. This applies to Chiari I "malformations" as well as to Chiari II "malformations." The latter results mainly from a prenatal cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak. Also disruptive cerebellar lesions are not uncommon, examples being the "vanishing cerebellum" in myelomeningocele, cerebellar lesions in very low birth weight prematurely born infants, unilateral cerebellar hypoplasia/aplasia, and probably some instances of cerebellar agenesis (CA). The cerebellar hypoplasias consist of a heterogeneous group of inherited and prenatally acquired conditions. The concept of pontocerebellar hypoplasias will need to be expanded beyond the two main types (PCH-1 and PCH-2), and demonstrate that a classification system of cerebellar malformations cannot be based on neuroimaging criteria only. Additional studies are expected to show that this also applies to the molar tooth sign, which was initially described in Joubert syndrome (JS). The JS is the prototype of midhindbrain malformation, but its delineation is still unsolved. JS may well be an overdiagnosed entity; many cases likely not having JS are on record. Rhombencephalosynapsis (RS) has been increasingly diagnosed with the advent of neuroimaging. No familial cases have been observed. Although many affected individuals have variable impairments, RS can be found in children with normal cognitive function. In this review, some of the cerebellar anomalies are briefly discussed.